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Abstract
The 2010 Neurobiology of Stress Workshop brought together scientists from all over the world to share and discuss their results from studies examining the consequences of acute, repeated, and chronic stressor exposure on health and disease. Session IV entitled “The neurobiology of the stress-resistant brain” explored how we can intervene to promote stress resistance and stress resilience. Four scientists, who explore this topic from unique and convergent perspectives, presented their experimental results derived from studies in rat (Fleshner and Maier), non-human primates (Lyons), and human (Raskind). Summaries of each presentation, supporting publications, and overall take-home messages from the session are presented.
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Introduction
Below is a summary of the lectures presented at the 2010 Stress Workshop held in Boulder, Colorado, in the symposium entitled “The neurobiology of the stress-resistant brain.” Before presenting the synopses of the presentations, we offer definitions of stress resistance and stress resilience. These concepts have been defined elsewhere and vary depending on the scientific field. The definitions offered below harmonize with clinical definitions.

The cascade of responses that comprise the acute stress response is supremely adaptive under most circumstances. For example, increases in respiration, heart rate, blood pressure, pupil dilation, energy mobilization, focused attention, and immunity all function in concert to promote successful fight or flight responses and improve one’s chances for survival. It is important to emphasize, therefore, that stress resistance does not imply the absence of the stress response. Instead, we suggest that high levels of stress resistance delays the “tipping point” from adaptive to maladaptive responses and increase the duration and/or intensity of stressor exposure needed to cross over. In other words, individuals with high levels of stress resistance are able to endure a great deal of stress before experiencing negative effects. Improving stress resilience, in contrast, facilitates recovery after stressor exposure that has crossed the “tipping point.” In other words, individuals with high levels of stress resilience require less time and/or treatment to recover after experiencing the negative consequences of stressor exposure. Stress resilient organisms are capable of quickly bouncing back after crossing the “tipping point.”

These definitions are conceptually distinguishable and operational in nature. Based on the above definitions, for example, an organism can express either stress resistance or stress resilience, but not both to a given stressor. This is true because stress resistance prevents the experience of negative consequences of stressor exposure, whereas, by definition, stress resilience requires one to experience the negative consequences of stressor exposure to demonstrate facilitated recovery from that experience. That same organism, however, could demonstrate stress
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resilience but not stress resistance to a different stressor. Although these concepts can be separated at the operational level, it remains unknown whether one can untangle them at a mechanistic (i.e. neurobiological) level. Continued research, using a variety of models such as those described below, will help in our quest to understand the underlying neurobiology of the stress-resistant brain.

Four experts presented results from studies on rodents, monkeys, and humans that exemplify unique levels of analyses and experimental approaches for investigation of the neurobiology of the stress-resistant brain. The goal of the symposium was to reveal convergence of results and facilitate understanding of neural mechanisms and intervention strategies for promoting stress resistance and stress resilience.

Monika Fleshner, (session chair and speaker; University of Colorado, Boulder, CO), gave a presentation entitled “The stress-buffering effects of exercise: neural mechanisms and health consequences.” She described the evidence from both the human and animal literature that physically active organisms are resistant to the negative impact of stressor exposure on physical and mental health (Taylor et al. 1985; Brown and Siegel 1988; Dishman et al. 1998). Importantly, whether this effect is due to the stress resistance produced by exercise or the increased stress vulnerability produced by the lack of exercise in the sedentary condition remains a topic of discussion. Regardless of ones interpretation, the effects are clear. Using rodent models of physical activity, Dr. Fleshner’s research group has investigated the neural adaptations that occur in physically active organisms resulting in constraint of their stress responses. Physical activity status is varied by housing rats with either mobile (physically active) or locked (sedentary) running wheels in their home cages. Adult male F344 (Greenwood et al. 2005a; 2010) or Sprague Dawley (Moraska and Fleshner 2001; Greenwood et al. 2003a) rats housed with mobile wheels voluntarily run ~2–3 km every night, have improved metabolic fitness (Kennedy et al. 2005), and display an array of stress-buffering adaptations. For example, rats that live with a running wheel for 6 weeks prior to exposure to an acute, intense stressor (i.e. uncontrollable tail shock) are protected against stress-induced (a) immunosuppression (anti-KLH antibody suppression; Moraska and Fleshner 2001), (b) inflammatory cytokines elevations (IL1-β and TNF-α, Speaker et al. 2011), and (c) affective dysregulation including anxiety (exaggerated freezing; Greenwood et al. 2003a, 2005b), social avoidance (decreased social exploration and unpublished observation), and learned helplessness (shuttle box escape deficit; Greenwood et al. 2003a, 2005a).

The neural mechanisms likely responsible for the stress-buffering effects of wheel running include adaptations in the central sympathetic nervous system circuit (Greenwood et al. 2003b; Fleshner 2005), the dorsal raphe serotonergic (DRN 5-HT) circuit (Greenwood et al. 2003a, 2005b), and the nigrostriatal dopaminergic reward pathway (Greenwood et al. 2011). Together, these neural adaptations function to constrain, but not prevent (which would be maladaptive) the stress response. One example of this constraint involves the DRN 5-HT system. Sedentary rats exposed to uncontrollable, but not controllable, stress excessively activate DRN 5-HT neurons leading to 5-HT neural sensitization and learned helplessness. In contrast, physically active rats exposed to the same uncontrollable stressor respond with a constrained DRN 5-HT response. Consequently, physically active rats are protected from DRN 5-HT sensitization and learned helplessness. Evidence to date suggests that the stress-buffering effects are not due to physical activity per se because forced treadmill running produces equal or greater peripheral metabolic changes but minimal stress-buffering adaptations (Moraska et al. 2000). Instead, we propose that voluntary wheel running is ideal for boosting stress resistance because voluntary exercise increases growth factors (brain derived neurotrophic factor [BDNF], insulin-like growth factor [IGF] and nerve growth factor [NGF]) and neurogenesis, which likely support the plasticity and adaptations in neural circuitry, and activates “reward” and “controllability” neurocircuitry. Moreover, wheel running or voluntary exercise is translatable to humans and produces positive side effects including body weight loss, improved cardiovascular function, and improved insulin sensitivity.

Steven F. Maier, (speaker; University of Colorado, Boulder, CO), gave a presentation entitled “The roles of behavioral control and the ventral medial prefrontal cortex in stress resistance and vulnerability.” He described evidence to support the notion that the degree of behavioral control that an organism has over a stressor is arguably the most potent variable modulating the impact of the stressor yet discovered. Exposure to aversive events over which the organism has no behavioral control produces a constellation of behavioral and neurochemical changes that do not occur if some aspect of the stressor can be controlled by behavioral responses, a phenomenon that has been labeled “learned helplessness” and “behavioral depression” (Maier and Watkins 2010). Earlier work exploring the mechanism(s) underlying this phenomenon focused on understanding how stressors produce the consequences they do when they are uncontrollable. Maier’s work has implicated 5-HT neurons in the caudal DRN as a key feature of the behavioral consequences of uncontrollable stress. Briefly, uncontrollable, relative to controllable, stressors lead to an intense activation of DRN 5-HT neurons, producing sensitization of these neurons for a period of time. Thus, input to the DRN during the period of
sensitization, as occurs during behavioral testing, leads to an exaggerated release of 5-HT in projection regions, the proximal cause of the behavioral changes (Christianson et al. 2010). However, research has recently shifted to an exploration of the “other side of the coin,” namely how the presence of behavioral control blunts the impact of the stressor being experienced and blocks the impact of subsequent stressors, even if they are uncontrollable (so-called “behavioral immunization”). It had previously been assumed that control is not an active process, but is merely the absence of actively “learning about uncontrollability.” Here, evidence is presented that having control is the active factor; in that having control suppresses the neural activation produced by the stressor. Research is reviewed which indicates that control produces resistance to the effects of (a) contemporaneous stressors because it activates ventral medial prefrontal cortical (vmPFC) inhibitory control over stress-responsive brainstem and limbic structures that include the DRN (Amat et al. 2005) and (b) later occurring stressors because it produces a long-lasting alteration of the vmPFC such that even uncontrollable stressors now lead to vmPFC-mediated inhibition of stress-responsive structures during the stressor (Amat et al. 2006). This engagement of vmPFC circuitry does not extend to all conditions that produce stressor resistance. For example, the presence of safety signals reduces stressor impact, but this effect depends on the insular cortex rather than the vmPFC (Christianson et al. 2008).

David M. Lyons, (speaker; Stanford University, Stanford, CA), gave a presentation entitled “Stress buffering mechanisms in nonhuman primates.” Lyons described how coping with stress is an essential aspect of living in complex social environments. Coping tends to buffer or diminish the deleterious effects of stress and is thought to induce neuroadaptations in corticolimbic brain systems (Katz et al. 2009; Lyons et al. 2009). To test this hypothesis, Lyons and colleagues recently examined whether stress coping stimulates hippocampal neurogenesis in male adult squirrel monkeys housed in conditions enriched with intermittent social separations and new pair formations. These manipulations simulate conditions that typically occur in male social associations because of competition for limited access to residency in mixed-sex groups (Boinski et al. 2005).

With evidence of coping, initial studies confirmed that plasma cortisol levels increase and then return to prestress levels within several days of each intermittent separation and new pair formation (Karszen et al. 2007). Follow-up studies with exogenous cortisol further established that feedback regulation of the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal axes is not impaired (Lyons et al. 2007). More recently, Lyons and colleagues discovered that coping in conditions enriched with intermittent social separations and new pair formations increased hippocampal neurogenesis in squirrel monkey males (Lyons et al. 2010). Hippocampal neurogenesis in rodents contributes to spatial learning performance and in monkeys spatial learning was enhanced in stress coping conditions that increased hippocampal neurogenesis. Corresponding changes were discerned in the expression of genes involved in survival and integration of adult-born granule cells into functional neural circuits (Lyons et al. 2010).

These findings support the suggestion that stress coping induces neuroadaptations in corticolimbic brain regions involved in cognitive and neuroendocrine aspects of emotion regulation. Although stress generally inhibits proliferation of new cells, and thereby decreases neurogenesis in the hippocampus, coping in conditions enriched with novelty and complexity appears to override the suppressive effects of stress on hippocampal neurogenesis. Psychotherapies designed to promote stress coping in humans with depressive disorders may potentially have similar effects, but the neurogenic potential of stress coping has not been examined in clinical neuroscience research.

Murray Raskind, (speaker; University of Washington, Seattle, WA), gave a presentation entitled “Noradrenergic-based treatment strategies for post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD).” Increased responsiveness to norepinephrine at brain α1 adrenoceptors (AR) likely contributes to the pathophysiology of PTSD (Pellejero et al. 1984; Southwick et al. 1993; Mellman et al. 1995; Vythilingam et al. 2000). Such increased α1 AR responsiveness promotes release of the anxiogenic neuropeptide corticotropin releasing factor (CRF), disrupts rapid eye movement (REM) sleep, and enhances fight or flight cognition (Birnbaum et al. 1999). Pharmacologic blockade of central nervous system (CNS) α1 AR, therefore, is a rational approach to PTSD treatment. Prazosin is a clinically available α1 AR antagonist that crosses the blood–brain barrier and has been demonstrated to block CNS α1 AR when administered peripherally (Menkes et al. 1981). This inexpensive generic drug is the only clinically available α1 AR antagonist that easily accesses the CNS.

Raskind’s group has conducted three placebo-controlled clinical trials of prazosin for PTSD. The first two were on Vietnam War Veterans with severe PTSD trauma nightmares and sleep disruption (Raskind et al. 2003, 2007). Prazosin was significantly and substantially more effective than placebo for target nighttime PTSD symptoms as well as for daytime sense of well-being and ability to function. The third study in civilian trauma PTSD was equally positive for PTSD symptoms and demonstrated 94 min longer total sleep time with prazosin than with placebo (Taylor et al. 2008). Prazosin remains...
effective for years when taken chronically. Two large multicenter clinical trials of prazosin for PTSD are currently under process sponsored by the Department of Veterans Affairs and the Department of Defense. Other emerging uses of prazosin in stress-related disorders supported by positive placebo-controlled pilot studies are for disruptive agitation in Alzheimer’s disease (Wang et al. 2009) and maintenance of sobriety in alcohol dependence (Simpson et al. 2009).

Summary

Understanding the mechanisms involved in promoting stress resistance (increasing the duration and/or intensity of stressor required to cross the “tipping point” from adaptive to maladaptive responses) and stress resilience (facilitating recovery after crossing the “tipping point”) is an important area of inquiry for stress researchers. Clearly, crossing the “tipping point” can result in devastating clinical mood disorders such as anxiety, depression, and PTSD. Work presented here suggests that pharmacological treatments (Prazosin) can help reduce symptoms and may facilitate recovery. Our ability to “fix” the broken mind, however, is limited. Thus, improving stress resistance to prevent damage would be optimal. The work presented in these symposia reveals several behavioral and environmental manipulations capable of promoting stress resistance and/or resilience. Prior experience with behavioral control, exercise, and new pairings and group separations, all produce stress-buffering effects. Each manipulation produces neural adaptations that may be critical for evoking increases in stress resistance and stress resilience. Such neural adaptations could involve newly recognized mechanisms of gene regulation that includes transcriptional plasticity and epigenetic modifications. The results presented here suggest that altering specific behavioral and environmental factors can improve our ability to successfully cope with life’s stressors.
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